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ABSTRACT 1	

Temporal autocorrelation in demographic processes is an important aspect of population 2	

dynamics, but a comprehensive examination of its effects on different life-history strategies is 3	

lacking. We use matrix populations models from 454 plant and animal populations to simulate 4	

stochastic population growth rates (log λs) under different temporal autocorrelations in 5	

demographic rates, using simulated and observed covariation among rates. We then test for 6	

differences in sensitivities, or changes, of log λs to changes in autocorrelation among two major 7	

axes of life-history strategies, obtained from phylogenetically-informed principal component 8	

analysis: the fast-slow and reproductive-strategy continua. Fast life histories exhibit highest 9	

sensitivities to simulated autocorrelation in demographic rates across reproductive strategies. 10	

Slow life histories are less sensitive to temporal autocorrelation, but their sensitivities increase 11	

among highly iteroparous species. We provide cross-taxonomic evidence that changes in the 12	

autocorrelation of environmental variation may affect a wide range of species, depending on 13	

complex interactions of life-history strategies. 14	

 15	

INTRODUCTION 16	

Most natural populations are exerted to environmental stochasticity (Tuljapurkar 1990; Boyce et 17	

al. 2006; Morris et al. 2008). Environmental fluctuations typically cause temporal variation in 18	

vital rates of individuals (i.e., survival, growth, and reproduction), and the effects of such 19	

variation on population dynamics have been assessed in a number of theoretical and empirical 20	

studies using population models (Tuljapurkar 1990; reviewed in Ehrlén et al. 2016). However, 21	

temporal variation in environmental conditions has most often been modeled as independent and 22	

identically distributed (i.i.d.; e.g., Cohen 1979; Buckley et al. 2010), which assumes an 23	
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unrealistic lack of temporal autocorrelation in environmental fluctuations (Halley & Inchausti 24	

2004; Ruokolainen et al. 2009). 25	

A better understanding of how autocorrelated environmental perturbations of vital rates 26	

may determine current population dynamics is critical for eco-evolutionary questions and 27	

conservation management (Tuljapurkar 1982; Metcalf & Koons 2007; Ruokolainen et al. 2009; 28	

Smallegange et al. 2014). Temporally autocorrelated vital-rate variation may be an adaptation to 29	

non-independent phases of the environment, e.g., high recruitment cued to extreme weather or 30	

disturbances (Morris et al. 2006; Stige et al. 2007), favoring a selection of trait polymorphism 31	

(Orzack 1985; Uller 2008) and therefore increasing viability under a more variable climate 32	

(Nadeau et al. 2016). In particular, positive autocorrelation, which increases the likelihood of an 33	

environment remaining in one particular state (e.g., drought), may benefit species tolerant of 34	

climatic extremes and has been shown to increase invasiveness of aliens (Fey & Wiesczynski 35	

2016). Therefore, trait selection and population dynamics in taxa sensitive to temporal 36	

autocorrelation may directly influence their potential to respond or adapt to environmental 37	

change (Morris et al. 2006; Koons et al. 2009; Engen et al. 2013; Nadeau et al. 2016).  38	

Population-level responses to temporal autocorrelation are mediated by vital rates with 39	

the relatively strongest effect on the population growth rate (Franco & Silvertown 1996, 2004; 40	

Tuljapurkar & Haridas 2006). The relative effects of survival, growth, and reproduction on 41	

population dynamics meanwhile determine differences in life-history traits such as generation 42	

time and strategies, i.e., the combination of traits (Stearns 1992; Gaillard et al. 2016; Salguero-43	

Gómez et al. 2016b). These interactions between vital rates, life histories, and environmental 44	

variation have been studied extensively in stochastic population analyses assuming i.i.d. Various 45	

studies have shown that long-lived species with slow life histories are generally buffered from 46	
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increased environmental variation (Morris et al. 2008, 2011; Sæther et al. 2013; but see 47	

Jongejans et al. 2010; McDonald et al. 2017). Unlike long-lived species, short-lived species with 48	

fast life histories, where reproduction contributes greatly to population dynamics, are expected to 49	

show increasing fluctuations in population sizes with increasing environmental variation (Morris 50	

et al. 2008; McDonald et al. 2017).   51	

Although changes in the patterning of environmental noise may have significant 52	

implications for population viability worldwide (Heino & Sabadell 2003; Ruokolainen et al. 53	

2009; Fey & Wieczynski 2016), it remains largely unknown whether the proposed link between 54	

life-history strategies and resilience to environmental fluctuations (Morris et al. 2008) holds in 55	

autocorrelated environments. Theory predicts that populations that recover slowly from past 56	

perturbations should be more sensitive to temporal autocorrelation than those that are more 57	

resilient (Tuljapurkar & Haridas 2006). Low resilience has been shown for iteroparous, long-58	

lived plant species in constant environments (Salguero-Gómez et al. 2016b). However, the 59	

limited empirical evidence shows weak support for increased sensitivities, or greater absolute 60	

changes, of population growth rates of long-lived species to changes in temporal autocorrelation. 61	

For example, studies on 11 terrestrial mammal species (Morris et al. 2011; Engen et al. 2013) 62	

did not detect significant patterns, while others have concluded that long-lived species in 63	

autocorrelated environments, both animals and plants, are buffered from environmental variation 64	

regardless of reproductive strategy (e.g., Metcalf & Koons 2007; Morris et al. 2008).  65	

To determine which life-history strategies are most sensitive to temporal autocorrelation, 66	

we carried out stochastic simulations using matrix population models (MPMs hereafter) from 67	

327 plant, three algae, and 126 animal populations. We ask whether species with slow life 68	

histories show low sensitivities of stochastic population growth rates (log λs) to temporal 69	
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autocorrelation due to a low effect of environmental variation on these life histories (Morris et al. 70	

2008). We also explore whether sensitivities differ between habitat types, as expected from the 71	

selection to distinct environmental noise patterns associated with them (e.g., Steele 1985;	72	

Vasseur & Yodzis 2004; Ruokolainen et al. 2009). We classify species according to main life-73	

history strategies by performing a phylogenetically informed principle-component analysis 74	

(PCA) on life-history traits derived from MPMs. We then simulate stochastic population 75	

dynamics of each species’ population by perturbing vital rates that define the MPMs based on 76	

serial autocorrelation in presumed environmental states. Our approach allows us to assess 77	

whether the effects of temporal autocorrelation on a given species’ demography can be predicted 78	

from its life-history strategy, habitat type, or both.   79	

 80	

MATERIALS AND METHODS 81	

Matrix population models and vital rates 82	

We used the COMPADRE Plant Matrix Database (Salguero-Gómez et al. 2015) and 83	

COMADRE Animal Matrix Database (Salguero-Gómez et al. 2016a) to obtain demographic 84	

data. These two databases provide high-quality MPMs representing a wide range of life histories, 85	

growth forms, and habitat types (Jones et al. 2014; Salguero-Gómez et al. 2016b). We limited 86	

our study to species that were studied in natural (i.e, unmanipulated) environments as we were 87	

interested in naturally-occurring patterns of life histories. For studies with > 2 years of data 88	

and/or > 1 population, we obtained the arithmetic element-by-element mean of all MPM entries 89	

to represent the average MPM across all studied years (Tuljapurkar & Haridas 2006). If several 90	

studies described the demography of one species, we kept MPMs of both studies only if they 91	

described distinct population dynamics from different ecoregions, e.g., species in the invaded vs. 92	
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natural range. Otherwise, we chose the study with greater temporal or spatial resolution. Using 93	

these and other selection criteria (Appendix S1), we retained MPMs for 449 species and a total 94	

of 454 populations, including 330 plant/red algae and 126 animal populations (Appendix S1). All 95	

MPMs contained information on stage- or age-specific survival, transitions 96	

(progression/retrogression), and reproduction (Fig. 1).  97	

Life-history patterns 98	

To characterize variation in life-history strategies among the populations studied, i.e., variation 99	

in the pace of life (fast vs. slow) and reproductive strategy (spread of reproduction across the 100	

lifespan), we derived five life-history traits from each MPM (Appendix S2). The chosen traits are 101	

commonly used in comparative demographic studies for plants and animals (e.g., Franco & 102	

Silvertown 1996; Tuljapurkar et al. 2009; Salguero-Gómez et al. 2016b): generation time (T), 103	

age at sexual maturity (Lα), annual sexual reproduction (ϕ), degree of iteroparity (S), and net 104	

reproductive rate (Ro). Details on the calculation of the traits can be found in Appendix S2 (see 105	

also Caswell 2001). 106	

To define main life-history strategies and relate them to sensitivities of log λs to temporal 107	

autocorrelation in vital rates, we performed a varimax-rotated, phylogenetically-informed PCA 108	

on the derived life-history traits (Revell 2012; Salguero-Gómez et al. 2016b). The traits were 109	

log-transformed and scaled to µ = 0 and SD = 1 to agree with PCA assumptions. To correct for 110	

phylogenetic relatedness among species in the PCA, we constructed a species-level phylogenetic 111	

tree coercing different populations of the same species as dichotomous branches at the five 112	

species’ tips. In the tree, branch length informed about phylogenetic relatedness (Appendix S2). 113	

The phylogenetically informed PCA then linked the phylogeny to life-history traits via a 114	
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modified covariance matrix and estimated Pagel’s λ, a scaling parameter for the phylogenetic 115	

correlation between species (Freckleton et al. 2002; for details see Appendix S2).  116	

Defining environmental states 117	

To incorporate temporal autocorrelation into stochastic simulations of population dynamics of 118	

the 454 populations, we defined a discrete Markov chain consisting of two states, (i) favorable or 119	

good environmental conditions and (ii) unfavorable or bad conditions. The transitions between 120	

the two states were defined using the transition matrix: 121	

p" p# 

1 − p" 1 − p# 

Here, p" and p# are the probabilities of transitioning to the good environment at time t+1 when 122	

the environment was good or bad at t, respectively. These transitions can be derived from the 123	

long-term frequency of the good environment (f) and temporal autocorrelation, 𝑣' (Tuljapurkar 124	

& Haridas 2006), where 𝑝# = 𝑓 1 − 𝑣' 	and 𝑝" = 𝑣' + 𝑝# .  125	

Linking vital rates to environmental states 126	

For most populations (85 %) used in this study, < 5 annual transitions were recorded (Appendix 127	

S1). This may limit the reliability of estimates of vital-rate variability and in particular 128	

autocorrelation – both requiring long-term population time series (Jongejans et al. 2010; Engen 129	

et al. 2013; Metcalf et al. 2015). Therefore, while using real life histories described by various 130	

combinations of mean vital rates, we perturbed vital rates away from their means for all 454 131	

MPMs based on biologically relevant assumptions of environmental variation and patterning (but 132	

see Empirical analyses for additional simulations using observed vital-rate covariation). At the 133	

same time, our approach assumes that (a) transition probabilities between environmental states 134	
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remain constant through time and (b) all vital rates potentially respond to changes in 135	

environmental conditions (i.e., incomplete buffering), although these responses are constrained 136	

as detailed below. 137	

To link vital rates to the good and bad environment, we derived above- and below-138	

average distributions of each vital rate across populations using three different coefficients of 139	

variation (CV; Fig. 1). We determined a new average vital-rate value for good (bad) 140	

environments by increasing (decreasing) a given vital-rate value from the mean MPM as a 141	

function of the CV (Fig. 1; Appendix S3; Koons et al. 2008). For vital rates describing 142	

reproduction, the three raw CV values were used in simulations (see Appendix S3 for additional 143	

simulation using higher CV). Vital rates describing survival or stage/age transitions however, 144	

were assumed to have a binomial distribution and therefore a maximum bound on their variance 145	

and CV (CVmax; Morris & Doak 2004). We obtained new average values of these vital rates for 146	

good and bad states as a function of CV ´ CVmax. This constraint prevented vital rates with high 147	

average values (e.g., adult survival in long-lived species) to vary more extremely between good 148	

and bad environmental states than vital rates with relatively lower average values, making 149	

simulations more biologically realistic (Koons et al. 2008; see Fig. S3.1 in Appendix S3 for 150	

distribution of vital rates across environmental states). Such extreme variation would otherwise 151	

occur when the CV used in simulations approached the maximum variance of binomial vital 152	

rates.  153	

Using the new average vital-rate values for good and bad environments, we simulated 154	

100 vital rates from the beta (for survival/transitions) and gamma (for reproduction) distributions 155	

for each environmental state, keeping the non-perturbed vital rates at their mean and therefore 156	

assuming no vital-rate covariation. We then assembled 100 MPMs per species and vital rate for 157	
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good and bad environments. Each of these 100 MPMs was picked at random during stochastic 158	

simulations of population dynamics (Fig. 1).  159	

Stochastic simulations of population dynamics 160	

We performed one simulation run for each vital rate per MPM using two long-term frequencies 161	

of the good environment (f = 0.35 and 0.65) × 3 autocorrelations (𝑣' = -0.3, 0, and 0.3) × 3 162	

degrees of vital-rate variation between good and bad environments (CV = 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8). For 163	

each parameter combination, we obtained the stochastic population growth rate, log λs, by 164	

projecting population dynamics for 500,000 time steps after discarding the initial 20,000 165	

iterations (see Tuljapurkar et al. 2003). For each species, we repeated 50 simulation runs to 166	

account for the stochastic process from which MPMs for good and bad environmental states 167	

were assembled (sampling from beta and gamma distributions; Appendix S3). From all 168	

simulations, we obtained the sensitivity of log λs to autocorrelation, 𝑆./ =	
0 123 45

0./
 , the absolute 169	

changes in the stochastic population growth rate as autocorrelation changed from 0 to positive 170	

(0.3) or negative (-0.3) (Fig. 1). We quantified changes in absolute terms to focus on the 171	

magnitude of 𝑆./. 172	

Sensitivities to temporal autocorrelation across life histories 173	

We used generalized additive models (GAMs) to correlate 𝑆./, averaged across the 50 174	

simulation runs, to simulation parameters (f and CV) and life histories (PCA axes) while 175	

accounting for non-linear trends. We assumed a log-normal distribution of 𝑆./, which provided a 176	

better fit to the data than a normal distribution (Appendix S3), and chose the most parsimonious 177	

models based on AIC scores (Akaike 1971).  First, we quantified differences in 𝑆./ across f and 178	

CV. For each combination of f and CV, we then modeled 𝑆./ across distinct vital rates perturbed 179	
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in simulations as a function of life-history strategies, i.e., scores along the main PCA axes. To 180	

increase statistical power and facilitate comparisons across species, we grouped perturbed vital 181	

rates prior to modelling by  182	

(i) assigning each stage/age class of an MPM to either the propagule, pre-reproductive, 183	

reproductive, or non-reproductive class (Appendix S1) and  184	

(ii) summing 𝑆./ for survival, stage/age transitions, and reproduction within each class 185	

(Appendix S3). 186	

When fitting GAMs, we excluded vital-rate classes (mostly non-reproductive class) that were 187	

present in < 20 % of populations (Appendix S3).  188	

Lastly, to explore global trends in 𝑆./, we modeled 𝑆./ across different vital-rate classes as a 189	

function of major habitat type. To allow for statistical comparisons, we summed 𝑆./ for survival, 190	

transitions (progression/retrogression), and reproduction for all stages/ages. Information on 191	

major habitat types was obtained from COMADRE and COMPADRE. We collapsed habitat 192	

types from the original 39 types to five: temperate, tropical & subtropical, arid, alpine & arctic, 193	

and aquatic (see Appendix S1). We accounted for the effect of MPM dimension and population 194	

on the variation in 𝑆./by fitting the latter two as random effects in the GAMs (see Appendix S3 195	

for discussion on the relevance of MPM dimension).  196	

Empirical analyses  197	

To test the robustness of simulating different CV against natural vital-rate variation, we extracted 198	

vital rates for a subset of 109 populations with at least three annual MPMs and used the observed 199	

vital-rate correlation to estimate population dynamics in good and bad environmental states 200	

(Appendix S4). That is, we assembled 1,000 MPMs for good and bad environments from a 201	
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multivariate vital-rate distribution, using copulas to combine marginal gamma (for reproduction) 202	

and beta (for survival/transitions) distributions based on vital-rate correlations (Koons et al., 203	

2008; Jongejans et al. 2010; Appendix S4). Simulation and statistical analyses of 𝑆./then 204	

followed the steps outlined above, although we collapsed the habitats to two categories, 205	

temperate (n = 63) and other (n = 46) to allow for statistical comparisons.  206	

We used two approaches to test the robustness of simulating temporal autocorrelation. 207	

First, we compared our 𝑆./ obtained from simulations of temporal autocorrelation (for the subset 208	

of 109 species modeling observed vital-rate CV) with empirical evidence for the contribution of 209	

temporal autocorrelation to vital-rate variation. To obtain the latter, we identified 13 species 210	

where MPMs were available for ≥ 10 consecutive annual transitions within a given site. We then 211	

regressed all vital rates at time t against vital-rate values at t-1, fitting first-order autoregressive 212	

models using a quasi-binomial (for survival/transitions) and gamma (for reproduction) error 213	

distributions. Lastly, we correlated average deviance explained by the models across vital rates, a 214	

measure of the importance of temporal autocorrelation in explaining vital-rate variation, to 𝑆./.  215	

Second, we compared our simulated 𝑆./ using the full set of 454 populations with published 216	

information, noting whether autocorrelated environmental variation was explicitly examined in 217	

previous studies, and whether it significantly affected stochastic population dynamics (Appendix 218	

S4). 219	

RESULTS 220	

Life-history patterns 221	

The life histories of the 449 studied species (454 populations) were adequately captured by two 222	

main PCA axes that together explained 67 % of variation in key life-history traits (Fig. 2). 223	
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Following the Kaiser criterion (Appendix S2), we kept these first two PCA axes for subsequent 224	

analyses, since their associated eigenvalues were > 1. PCA axis 1 largely captured the position of 225	

the species’ populations along the fast-slow continuum, with greatest positive loadings for age at 226	

sexual maturity (Lα) and generation time (T), and negative loadings of annual sexual 227	

reproduction (ϕ), depicting a tradeoff between survival and reproduction (Gaillard et al. 2016; 228	

Salguero-Gómez et al. 2016b). PCA 2 largely captured variation in reproductive strategies, with 229	

largest positive loadings corresponding to highly iteroparous (S) species with a high net 230	

reproductive rate (Ro) and ϕ (Fig. 2). The positive loading of ϕ onto PCA 2 was explained by a 231	

strong association between annual reproduction and iteroparity in plants (Salguero-Gómez et al. 232	

2016b). When considering plants/algae and animals separately, ϕ loadings onto PCA 2 were 233	

negligible for the latter (Figure S2.1), which is consistent with previous studies on animals 234	

(reviewed in Gaillard et al. 2016). Similarly, Ro loaded onto PCA 1 due to the presence of long-235	

lived plants with high Ro in the data (Fig. 2; Fig. S2.1). Therefore, the fast-slow and 236	

reproductive-strategies axes were not entirely represented by unique traits when considering both 237	

plants and animals. The phylogenetic relationships of the examined species moderately shaped 238	

their relative positioning along the life-history strategy space with Pagel’s λ = 0.61 (±0.1 S.D.).  239	

Sensitivity to temporal autocorrelation across life histories 240	

The stochastic population growth rate, log λs, did not change significantly in magnitude when 241	

positive (from 0 to 0.3) vs. negative (from 0 to -0.3) changes in temporal autocorrelation were 242	

simulated (Fig. S3.5). Thus, here we present results of 𝑆./, the sensitivity of log λs to positive 243	

perturbations of autocorrelation. 𝑆./increased > 10-fold as the coefficients of variation (CV) 244	

used for perturbing vital rates increased from 0.2 to 0.8, but differed little among the two 245	
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frequencies of the good environmental state, f (Table 1; but see Appendix S3 for the strong effect 246	

of f on log λs).  247	

For the examined CV and f, a significant interaction between the fast-slow (PCA 1) and 248	

reproductive-strategies (PCA 2) continua and vital-rate classes perturbed described 𝑆./patterns 249	

(Table 1; Fig. 3a). For most vital-rate classes, faster life histories showed high 𝑆./ across a wide 250	

range of reproductive strategies. Highest 𝑆./ were found for pre-reproductive survival and 251	

transitions (Table 1; Fig. 3a). Populations with slower life histories, on the other hand, showed 252	

increased 𝑆./ only when they also had a high reproductive output (Fig. 3a). When including the 253	

effect of habitat, populations were most sensitive to temporal autocorrelation when the 254	

perturbations happened in survival (S) and transitions (T) rather than in reproduction (R) across 255	

all habitats considered (Fig. 3b). Perturbations of the latter vital-rate class had the highest effect 256	

in aquatic habitats. Removing outliers both in simulated 𝑆./ and PCA scores did not significantly 257	

affect GAM relationships (Appendix S3).  258	

Empirical analyses  259	

The additional empirical analyses validated our simulations. 𝑆./ based on naturally observed 260	

vital-rate covariation for 109 populations showed very similar patterns of variation along life-261	

history strategies and habitat types as 𝑆./based on simulated CV (Table 1; Fig. 4a; Fig. S4.1). In 262	

addition, 𝑆./ 	were significantly correlated (using a log scale; R
2
 = 0.63; p < 0.05) with the 263	

contribution of autocorrelation to observed vital-rate variance from 13 populations (Fig. 4b). 264	

Lastly, we obtained significantly higher 𝑆./ for populations where previous studies included 265	

temporal autocorrelation in stochastic population models than for populations modeled assuming 266	

only i.i.d. environments (t65 = 2.3, P = 0.01; Fig. 4c; Appendix S4). However, the effects of 267	
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temporal autocorrelation on population dynamics have been assessed for only 8 % of the 454 268	

populations simulated here and have been omitted for many species with high 𝑆./(Appendix S4). 269	

Our simulations indicate that approx. 44 % of populations affected by environmental variation 270	

may also be affected by changes in the patterning of environmental states (Fig. 4c; Appendix 271	

S4).  272	

DISCUSSION  273	

Identifying life-history strategies associated with high sensitivities of demographic processes to 274	

temporal autocorrelation may allow for a much-needed inference on species affected by 275	

predicted changes in the patterning of environmental noise (Heino & Sabadell 2003; Laakso et 276	

al. 2003; Engen et al. 2013). Using data on 454 naturally occurring plant/algae and animal 277	

populations (449 species), we provide global empirical evidence that the fast-slow continuum of 278	

life-history variation, interacting with a species’ reproductive strategy, help predict the 279	

demographic vulnerability to temporal autocorrelation (Table S2.2). In addition, our results 280	

highlight that life-history responses to the temporal autocorrelation may be strongly mediated by 281	

vital rates and habitat types affected by changes in environmental patterning.  282	

Although, generally, long-lived species have been predicted to be more sensitive to 283	

perturbations in population structure than short-lived species (Franco & Silvertown 2004; 284	

Salguero-Gómez et al. 2016b; but see Gamelon et al. 2014) and hence potentially to temporal 285	

autocorrelation (Tuljapurkar & Haridas 2006), our simulations indicate that most long-lived 286	

organisms are buffered not only against increases in vital-rate variation (e.g., Morris et al. 2008; 287	

Tuljapurkar et al. 2009; McDonald et al. 2017) but also against changes in its temporal 288	

patterning. Our results agree with theory showing a negative correlation between generation time 289	

and magnitude of the effect of serial vital-rate correlations on fitness in age-structured 290	
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populations (Tuljapurkar et al. 2009; Sæther et al. 2013). In empirical studies, low sensitivities to 291	

both interannual vital-rate variation and temporal autocorrelation have been found for several 292	

mammal species, e.g., Brachyteles hypoxanthus and Gorilla beringei (Morris et al. 2011; Engen 293	

et al. 2013). Most of these species were located at the slow end of life-history strategies in our 294	

analyses and exhibited, along with most long-lived aquatic (e.g., Paramuricea clavata) and tree 295	

and herbaceous species (e.g., Calocedrus decurrens) low simulated sensitivities of their growth 296	

rates to temporal autocorrelation (Fig. 2). 297	

The low sensitivities of population growth rates to temporal autocorrelation in long-lived 298	

species may be explained by vital-rate specific responses to changes in environmental patterning 299	

(Ezard & Coulson 2010). Species with slow life histories are characterized by high juvenile and 300	

adult survival (Franco & Silvertown 2004; Morris et al. 2008; Morris et al. 2011), which are 301	

typically less affected by environmental variation (Morris & Doak 2004; McDonald et al. 2017) 302	

or autocorrelation (Morris et al. 2008, 2011). Our simulations replicated such buffering by 303	

constraining the variation in binomial vital rates by the maximum coefficients of variation 304	

(CVmax; Morris & Doak 2004; Koons et al. 2008). Therefore, slow life histories vulnerable 305	

largely to changes in adult survival, which varied little if the average value was high (Appendix 306	

S3), responded overall weakly to changes in temporal autocorrelation. On the other hand, 307	

perturbing adult survival resulted in highest sensitivities for populations where this vital rate 308	

showed more variation but remained of relatively high importance for life-cycle dynamics, i.e., 309	

for shorter-lived semelparous species (Metcalf & Koons 2007). Similarly, some short-lived 310	

species, such as the invasive plant Brassica napus, where annual reproduction dominates life-311	

cycle dynamics (Garnier et al. 2006), may be little affected by environmental patterning in 312	

growth or survival (Fig. 4b). These patterns of vital-rate specific sensitivities remained when 313	
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omitting a maximum bound on vital-rate variation to allow for extreme life histories (Fig. S3.4 in 314	

Appendix S3; Jongejans et al. 2010; McDonald et al. 2017) or when increasing the CV in 315	

reproduction perturbations (Fig. S3.5 in Appendix S3). This indicates that our results were not an 316	

artifact of the CV used. Most importantly, our simulations highlight that interpreting a 317	

population’s responses to temporal autocorrelation requires detailed knowledge of the variation 318	

in underlying vital rates (Morris & Doak 2004; Ezard & Coulson 2010).  319	

In addition to its location along the fast-slow continuum, a species’ reproductive strategy 320	

(Salguero-Gómez et al. 2016b; Salguero-Gómez 2017) was also critical to capture its sensitivity 321	

to temporal autocorrelation. In fact, some long-lived species showed relatively high sensitivities 322	

to temporal autocorrelation (Fig. 2). Most of these species were plants, for example the invasive 323	

big-sage (Lantana camara) or the tropical, seed-bank producing, tree Ardisia elliptica, and were 324	

characterized by relatively large net reproductive rates (R0) and degree of iteroparity. These 325	

species explain the positive loading of R0 onto the first life-history strategy axis, otherwise 326	

dominated by life span and total annual reproduction. They show that slow life histories may be 327	

highly susceptible to environmental patterning if they also spread their reproduction over many 328	

years (McDonald et al. 2017). Examples may include species that “track” changes in the 329	

environment by opportunistically recruiting in gap openings in forests or coral reefs. For such 330	

species, predictable, high-recruitment events, accompanied by relatively low survival of 331	

offspring, define population dynamics (Connell 1978; Metcalf et al. 2009). On the other hand, 332	

slow life histories with semelparous reproductive strategies have been shown to be buffered from 333	

changes in the patterning of environmental states (Metcalf & Koons 2007) and also exhibited 334	

lowest sensitivities in our simulations (Fig 3).  335	
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Aside from some slow life histories with a high reproductive mode, a large number of 336	

taxa with a short life span and high annual reproduction exhibited the highest simulated 337	

sensitivities to temporal autocorrelation. This was true across semelparous and iteroparous 338	

species. Short-lived aquatic, e.g., the clam Mya arenaria, and terrestrial animals, e.g., the rodent 339	

Tamiasciurus hudsonicus, many insect species, e.g.,	Scolytus ventralis, and numerous short-lived 340	

plants, particularly invasive ones, e.g., Cirsium vulgare, are highly sensitive to changes in vital 341	

rates other than adult survival and also exhibit high variability in these vital rates depending on 342	

the state of the environment (Meijden et al. 1992; Morris et al. 2008; Koons et al. 2009). For 343	

such taxa, assessing the patterning of environmental variation would likely greatly improve 344	

knowledge on population dynamics (Jongejans et al. 2010). However, such assessments are 345	

lacking, as quantified in a thorough literature review here (Appendix S4), particularly for aquatic 346	

species and insects. 347	

A common life-cycle adaptation to track autocorrelated environmental variation, e.g., to 348	

recruit only under favorable conditions, is dormancy (Cáceres 1997; Morris et al. 2006). Plant 349	

species with dormant propagule stages (seed banks), adapted to disturbance-prone habitats (Doak 350	

et al. 2002), exhibited the highest sensitivities of their growth rates to temporal autocorrelation 351	

(Fig. 2a). For species like Mimulus lewisii (Fig. 2b), whose populations are regularly exposed to 352	

flooding, changes in disturbance regimes and patterns of post-disturbance habitat succession may 353	

be detrimental to viability (Angert 2006; Turner 2010). In addition, propagation of many 354	

invasive plant species is aided by seed banks (Gioria et al. 2012). Such species, e.g., Ardisia 355	

elliptica or Lantana camara, exhibited high sensitivities to temporal autocorrelation, despite 356	

being relatively long-lived (Fig. 2). Although environmental patterning may be critical for plant 357	

invasion (Fey & Wiesczynski 2016), its importance was only considered in previous studies for 358	
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one out of ten invasive populations included in our analysis (Appendix S1). For animals, MPMs 359	

do not typically include dormant propagule stages (Salguero-Gómez et al. 2016), such as cysts or 360	

larvae in diapause (Cáceres 1997; Schiesari & O’Connor 2013). Such species may be particularly 361	

vulnerable to predicted changes in environmental condition or may constitute emerging pests 362	

(Cáceres 1997), and must therefore be the focus of more research.     363	

In addition to species with dormant life cycles, habitat-specific population dynamics 364	

deserve a particular focus when assessing potential ecological impacts of global changes in 365	

environmental patterning. Our simulations show that sensitivities of stochastic growth rates to 366	

temporal autocorrelation differ between major habitat types, particularly when perturbing 367	

reproduction. For the latter, sensitivities for fast life histories were highest in aquatic habitats, 368	

although populations in aquatic habitats represent a narrow sample of the total life-history PCA 369	

space (Fig. 3). Differences in sensitivities to temporal autocorrelation between terrestrial and 370	

aquatic systems may be explained by the fact that the latter are more strongly (positively) 371	

autocorrelated and therefore predictable (Steele 1985; Cáceres 1997; Vasseur & Yodzis 2004). 372	

Therefore, species, such as the fish Sardina pilchardus, may exhibit strong responses when 373	

environmental patterns change, particularly due to anthropogenic influences (Ruokolainen et al. 374	

2009). However, MPMs on aquatic species are still relatively scarce (Fig. 3b), and the effects of 375	

temporal autocorrelation on population dynamics in aquatic systems are rarely considered 376	

(Appendix S4). The same is true for arctic & alpine habitats, where climate change is predicted 377	

to have major effects on population dynamics (Post et al. 2009). At the same time, the 378	

relationship between the two major life-history axes and the sensitivity to temporal 379	

autocorrelation held in all habitats studied, indicating that future changes in the patterning of 380	
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environmental states may significantly affect species globally (Vasseur & Yodzis 2004; Turner 381	

2010).  382	

Our results are robust to the choice of CV when perturbing vital rates and are in 383	

agreement with previous empirical studies regarding the importance of temporal autocorrelation 384	

in population dynamics (Fig. 4; Appendix S4). However, five aspects need further attention. 385	

First, the MPMs that were available to us represent a biased subset of life histories, given the 386	

underrepresentation of certain habitat types and life cycle (Salguero-Gómez et al. 2015, 2016a). 387	

Our life-history framework must therefore be validated with future additions of little-studied 388	

taxa. Second, density dependence was not considered in our study but is known to interact with 389	

temporal autocorrelation to regulate population responses (Levine & Rees 2004; Greenman & 390	

Benton 2005; Engen et al. 2013). A recent study by Koons and colleagues (2016) incorporated 391	

population structure and density-dependence to assess differences in vital-rate variation among 392	

life-history strategies; future studies would benefit from applying this approach to serial vital-393	

rate correlations. Third, our simulations of changes in environmental states may not have 394	

reflected complex processes such as habitat succession (e.g., Tuljapurkar & Haridas 2006). 395	

Fourth, we simulated autocorrelated changes in environmental states on an annual basis, 396	

potentially producing stronger effects for short-lived species simply due to the temporal scale 397	

used (Vasseur & Yodzis 2004; Stige et al. 2007). Lastly, our simulations of vital-rate variation 398	

omitted complex demographic processes such as strong buffering (no variation in vital rates 399	

among years; e.g., Morris et al. 2011) and nuances in covariation beyond the ones considered for 400	

the 109 species (Jongejans et al. 2010). Therefore, while we provide a robust general assessment 401	

of the role of autocorrelation across life histories and habitats, we acknowledge that a more 402	

detailed assessment must rely stronger on empirical data. 403	
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CONCLUSIONS 404	

Temporal autocorrelation in demographic processes, historically rarely considered in 405	

demographic studies, may have strong effects, across habitats, on fast and slow life histories 406	

alike, depending on the reproductive strategy. Importantly, we found that taxa exhibiting highest 407	

sensitivities to temporal autocorrelation are also the ones least studied. With predicted global 408	

changes in environmental patterning, we argue that future demographic studies will only 409	

accurately predict important population processes such as viability or invasiveness if researchers 410	

explicitly consider the effects of these changes on key underlying demographic rates like 411	

survival, stage/age-specific transitions, and reproduction. 412	
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Table 1 Across simulations of vital-rate variation (i), sensitivity of the stochastic growth rate, log 573	

λs, to temporal autocorrelation (𝑆./) is affected by simulation parameters (CV and f) and differs 574	

between vital rates, life histories (defined by PCA scores in Figure 2; see also Table S2.1), and 575	

major habitat types. 𝑆./ also differ among habitat types when observed vital-rate covariation is 576	

modeled (simulating only f; ii). Parameter estimates from the most parsimonious GAM models 577	

are shown (see Appendix S3 for all models considered and details on parameters). Models fit at 578	

CV = 0.5 and f = 0.65 are indicated by arrows. 579	

 Response 

variable 

Explanatory 

variables 

Best model % 𝑺𝒗𝟏 	 
variation 

explained 

(i
) 

 S
im

u
la

te
d

 C
V

 

log(𝑆./) f , CV -8.30(0.08) + 1.77(0.05)CV0.5 + 2.85(0.05)CV0.8 – 

0.21(0.04) f 0.65 + s(MatDim df:6.3) + s(population 

df:391.1) 

41.8 

log(𝑆./) 

è CV0.5; 

f0.65 

vital rate,  

PCA 1, PCA 2 

-6.89(0.27) + 1.15(0.28)Survival PR + 0.5(0.29) Survival 

R + 1.1(0.29)Transitions PR + 0.11(0.30)Transitions R 

– 2.17(0.77)Reproduction P – 1.79(0.29)Reproduction 

PR + te(PCA 1, PCA 2, Survival P df:3.0) + 

te(PCA 1, PCA 2, Survival PR df:7.2) + te(PCA 1, 

PCA 2, Survival R df:3.0) + te(PCA 1, PCA 2, 

Transitions PR df:6.0) + te(PCA 1, PCA 2, 

Transitions R df:6.4) + te(PCA 1, PCA 2, 

Reproduction P df:6.4) + te(PCA 1, PCA 2, 

Reproduction PR df:6.1) + s(MatDim df:6.3) + 

s(population df:50.8) 

56.3 
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log(𝑆./) 

è CV0.5; 

f0.65 

vital rate, 

habitat,  

PCA 1, PCA 2 

-4.55(0.24) - 0.30(0.09)Transitions – 

3.62(0.09)Reproduction - 0.19(0.23)Temperate – 

0.02(0.24)Tropical&Subtropical – 0.30(0.27)Arid + 

0.04(0.5)Aquatic + te(PCA 1, PCA 2, Survival 

df:6.1) + te(PCA 1, PCA 2, Transitions df:4.5) + 

te(PCA 1, PCA 2, Reproduction df:13.2) + te(PCA 

1, PCA 2, Alpine&Arctic df:2.6) + te(PCA 1, PCA 

2, Temperate df:12.1) + te(PCA 1, PCA 2, 

Tropical&Subtropical df:2.6) + te(PCA 1, PCA 2, 

Arid df:5.5) + te(PCA 1, PCA 2, Aquatic df:4.8) + 

s(MatDim df:3.0) 

72.8 
(i

i)
 O

b
se

rv
ed

 C
V

 log(𝑆./) f s(MatDim df:0.3) 39.4 

log(𝑆./) 

è f0.65 

habitat,  

PCA 1, PCA 2 

-6.44(0.19) – 0.76(0.31)other + te(PCA 1, PCA 

2,Temperate df:1.9) + te(PCA 1, PCA 2,other 

df:1.0) 

51.7 

CV (categorical covariate with values 0.2, 0.5, or 0.8) – coefficient of variation used to perturb 580	

vital-rate classes (P)propagules, Pre-reproductive (PR), and (R)eproductive; f – frequency of the 581	

good environmental state; MatDim/populations – dimension of the matrix population model and 582	

populations used in the study, respectively (fitted as nested random effects); Functions te(xdf) and 583	

s(xdf) are the tensor product and spline smoothing functions of x, respectively, with the given 584	

degrees of freedom df. Significant smoothing terms are in bold. 585	

 586	
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FIGURE LEGENDS 587	

Figure 1 Simulations to test patterns of sensitivity of the stochastic growth rate, log λs, to 588	

temporal autocorrelation across life histories. From each matrix population model (MPM), 589	

obtained from COMADRE/COMPADRE, we extracted stage/age-specific vital rates as shown in 590	

(a) for survival (σ;) of the second stage of an example MPM. We then perturbed each vital rate 591	

as a function of different coefficients of variation (CV) to obtain distributions of a vital rate 592	

above and below its average value (orange) and assembled MPMs for good and bad 593	

environmental states (b). Lastly, we used a Markov chain defined by the frequency of the good 594	

state (f) and autocorrelation coefficient (v1) to create environmental sequences (n time steps) as 595	

shown by two examples in (c). We then simulated stochastic population dynamics where at each 596	

iteration t the environment was associated with one representative MPM (d). Gray boxes show 597	

analysis outputs; g/r/j - stage-specific progression/retrogression/reproduction, respectively.  598	

Figure 2 Life histories of study species’ populations (points) are characterized by life-history 599	

traits representing the pace of life (fast-slow continuum) and lifetime reproduction (reproductive 600	

strategies). To characterize life histories, a phylogenetically-informed PCA was performed on 601	

five traits: generation time (T), age at sexual maturity (Lα), sexual reproduction (ϕ), iteroparity 602	

(S), and net reproductive rate (Ro). Arrow lengths are proportional to the loadings of each trait 603	

onto the two axes. Red points show populations with propagule (P) stages. Point sizes are 604	

proportional to the sensitivity of the stochastic population growth rate to temporal 605	

autocorrelation, 𝑆./, summed across all vital rates (for simulations at CV = 0.5 and f = 0.65). 606	

Locations along the axes of some populations for which the effect of temporal autocorrelation on 607	

population dynamics has been assessed are shown; populations are colored based on relatively 608	

low (< 25
th

 percentile; grey) and high (> 50
th

 percentile; black) 𝑆./.  609	
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Figure 3 Fast life histories (along PCA 1) across reproductive strategies (along PCA 2) generally 610	

show highest sensitivities of the stochastic growth rate, log λs, to temporal autocorrelation (𝑆./). 611	

Raster plots show predictions of 𝑆./ across the two PCA axes after perturbing various classes of 612	

vital rates across all habitats (a) and for five different habitat types (b). In (b), vital-rate classes 613	

include survival (S), stage/age transitions (T), and reproduction (R). Predictions were limited to 614	

the range of observed PCA scores. Number of vital-rate samples in each habitat are shown in 615	

parentheses. Points are proportional to raw 𝑆./ obtained from simulations. The results of vital-616	

rate perturbations at CV = 0.5 and f = 0.65 are shown here (see Appendix S1 in Supporting 617	

Information for all results and Table 1 for significance of predictions). Locations along the axes 618	

of example populations discussed in the main text are shown.  619	

Figure 4 Empirical patterns of the sensitivities of the stochastic growth rate, log λs, to temporal 620	

autocorrelation (𝑆./) validate simulations. (a) Among 109 population for which observed vital-621	

rate co-variance was used to define good and bad environmental states, fast life histories (along 622	

PCA 1) across reproductive strategies (along PCA 2) show highest 𝑆./ in temperate and other 623	

habitat types. (b)  𝑆./ obtained from simulations (a) for 13 species with the longest time-series 624	

data (≥ 10 annual matrix population models) are significantly correlated, on a log scale, (R
2
 = 625	

0.60; p < 0.05) with relative deviance explained by first-order autoregressive vital-rate models 626	

for the same populations (deviances,	D; , shown are averaged over vital-rate models). (b) For the 627	

454 populations used to simulate 𝑆./ ,	log(𝑆./; grey points) differ among published studies that 628	

determined v1 to be an important component of population dynamics (yes) and ones that did not 629	

(no). 630	

 631	
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FIGURE 1 632	
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FIGURE 2  634	
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FIGURE 3 642	

 643	
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FIGURE 4 644	
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